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About This Game

What kills you makes you stronger! Play as the red shirted fool as he jumps on spikes, drowns, ingests poison and finds other
horrible ways to die, and then uses his corpses to reach the end! Play through over 30 levels while listening to a great retro

soundtrack by VVVVVV composer, SoulEye. Are the story mode and bonus stages not enough for you? Try one of the levels
that didn't make the cut on the steam workshop, or make your own for others to play! And once you've died a bunch, try

flinging your corpses around on the title screen! It's quite satisfying.
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Title: Respawn Man
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Evan (Solidplasma) Peiperl
Publisher:
Solidplasma
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 115 MB available space
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I purchased this for a dollar while it was on sale.
It's sad when even a dollar is a waste of money for a game.. Pros : this fun biologically themed resource management game
From Filament is an excellent educational tool for giving students an idea of how resources influence the growth of living
things, exclusively plants in this game, though some principles would be transferrable to animals in a learning/ teaching context
and even in a metaphorical sense to business and enterprise. It is also appropriate as a basic starting point for discussing
agricultural economics with its currency of seeds gained from successful pollinations used to buy advances in plant care to
improve yields on later crops. There are two modes, one is real time Classic mode and the other turn based Strategy mode. Both
provide fun educational play at faster or slower paces as the player chooses. It has pleasant horticulturally paced music and
appealing graphics which successfully replicate some of the beauty of living growing plants. I am glad to see this kind of game
being made because creatures like ourselves learn best when we are having fun. If learning can be made into a game we all
benefit and if games teach beneficial things likewise.

Cons: the user interface is perfectly OK and works without any software bugs but in terms of pure gaming technicalities there
are minor issues with mouse ergonomics in the Classic real time mode interface which restrict the pace of gameplay and can be
frustrating. Even so it is quite possible to achieve the game goals with patience but I will detail the issues for this review.
Specifically the info popups and animations for game goal achievements frequently interfere with mouse clicks used to direct
gameplay in real time because they are opaque to mouse clicks so they get in the way. Also the mouse pointer graphical tooltips
are a little slow to appear creating control lag and they also appear to shift the mouse pointer location marginally or delay its
movement under user direction, enough to move it off target making clicking on a target an unnecessarily difficult and delayed
process which is unfortunate given that the realtime game is played within fairly tight time constraints. This reduces the fluidity
of gameplay which is an important aesthetic for the entertainment market and ultimately reduces the range of its appeal which
could otherwise be more extensive as a zen timewaster for frugiform tech enthusiasts. Additional examples, grabbing bees for
pollinating is a tricky process because some of the time they appear to be ungrabbable and the effectiveness of making a grab
seems unpredictable making it a hit and miss process entirely due to the vicisstudes of the interface. In addition there is no way
to prevent the presentation of certain tutorial systems which don't need to be seen twice eg the strategy mode info overlay and
the sunflower tutorial mode dialogue, but these can be dismissed so are not showstoppers just minor inconveniences.

With that said I thoroughly enjoyed unlocking my Deluxe Toad Lily achievement and if you enjoy games and plants you cant go
wrong at this price so I recommend this game for educational purposes and botanical, horti- and agri- cultural geeks.. Great,
very challenging tower defense game with micro management elements during battle. Also has base upgrading. The gold income
and invasion rate is pretty damned slow, but the etherium rate is just fine. Also the last third of the story feels like it was rushed
and could've been done way better ( From when you battle the Dark General and onward. It would have been nice if the dark
general, dark lady, and leader's voice guy were all interrogated. ). If you enjoy this game also check out Redcon. Both games are
very good, but I enjoyed Redcon a bit more.. All right, I decided to review BattleStorm as it was a game I had been anticipating
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for a few months based on the pre-release news. That being said, BattleStorm is a great game. I really enjoyed playing the game
and beating it. First off, I have played some shoot-em-ups in the past but I don't play them often. I like the genre and the
concept of high scoring is something I really like to do. This game gives the player plenty of opportunities to rack up high scores
and points, and the more skillful you are, the better your score will be. Powerups are random and that adds to the random aspect
of high scoring; it's very likely no two runs will end in the same score. Keeping your score multiplier alive is key to getting good
scores. Gameplay overall is not too deep, you just face a lot of enemies and have to destroy them to survive. This game has no
story-line but doesn't need one; it's more of an arcade game. Shoot to win!

When I first played the game, the original control scheme was an issue. Most players did not like it, and it was handicapping the
game. It was holding it back, and I could see the game's potential beneath that. Once the new control scheme update was
released, the game became way more playable, fun, and re-playable. The only downside is that the game did become a bit easier,
but I think the difficulty balance is good as is. Instead of moving in the direction your ship is pointing in, you can now move
freely around the screen no matter where you are aiming. The controls just feel way more useful and natural. I wish there were
some difficulty options, but it isn't a big weakness of the game. The game's music is good, while the graphics are nice as well.
The gameplay itself is great as you can fight via ground and air mechanics. Knowing when to shield, shoot, move, and how to
play is essential to success. The options menu has some nice choices too, and the game at its core feels solid.

BattleStorm is great, but doesn't feel completely polished. There are numerous bugs in the game and the menus\/formatting lack
professional flavor. However, those criticisms don't detract from the actual gameplay, which is good. The game isn't long at all,
as it has 25 levels to play which are all autoscrollers. The game has a ton of re-playability though, which is its biggest strength. If
I had to choose things I wanted to see in the game, they would be multiplayer, difficulty options, and perhaps more modes of
play. If you are into competition and getting high scores, this game is for you. If you aren't a fan of the shoot-em-up genre, you
probably won't find this game too interesting. Regardless, I can see many arcade gamers liking this game.

To sum it all up, BattleStorm is definitely worth its pricetag. I was surprised at how much I enjoyed it given that it is this
development studio's first game. The game has potential to be played for a long time given that the scoring system is detailed
enough, and the developers did a great job for their first project. Props to them for getting an update out within days of
understanding what needed to be done; that is the mark of good customer service. I am eager to see their next project! I
wholeheartedly recommend BattleStorm. ^_^. Could do better!. When I saw that this game received mixed reviews, I still kept
my hopes high. After all, Broken Sword 3 got mixed reviews, and I enjoyed it, despite being trampled by boxes ;). Then I played
it. I will say this: I'm glad I played it. I'm a Broken Sword fan; therefore, I must play the whole series. If you are a Broken Sword
fan, you probably should play it. It doesn't get everything wrong, it just doesn't get enough right. I feel that Broken Sword 3 was
much stronger in terms of story and graphics. Anyhow, lets get to the positives of this game before I load you with the negatives.

  First of all, the characters are still great. George Stobbart is still wonderful. We have the same voice actor, and his delivery is
great. We get to see some "guest star" characters from previous Broken Sword games, which I always enjoy. There are a few
new characters that are amusing, and well done all around. Also (slight spoiler, but good grief she's on the cover), we have a new
heroine! Her name Anna Marie and I personally wish she wasn't there because Nico Collard is the best. However, she is there,
and she does a good job at keeping you guessing about character loyalties, overrall game plot, etc. I love the sountrack. There
are portions that sound like the regular Broken Sword standard soundtrack (which is great), and then there are the special
portions. There is a stage in the game where Nico is in Phoenix, Arizona. Yeah...more on that later. While she is there, there is a
great guitar soundtrack that really enhances the atmosphere. There is a spy soundtrack in a section where George is doing a
covert operation. Very cool. Also, the controls are much better. I didn't like how BS3 only used the keyboard. Here, you use
both mouse and keyboard, pointing where you want to go or look at with mouse and hold control to run. So the positives are the
characters, the music, and the script. Now the negatives.

  First of all, the story is horrible. For me, it boarders on heresy. In each BS game, we are dealing with an ancient artifact or
technology that will bring about the end of the world. This time around, the ancient artifact is The Ark of the Covenant. Now, if
your mind jumped to Indiana Jones and Raiders of the Lost Ark...you would be on the right track. (Spoiler!) (Spoiler!) George
Stobbart is our Indiana Jones, the "good guys" are the Mafia, and the Nazis are played by...high officials in The Catholic
Church. Nico Collard and Anna Marie take turns being Marion. If this plot doesn't sound absurd, I don't know what does. High
officials in the Catholic Church want to use the Ark of the Covenant and capture either Anna Marie or Nico to use their body as
a sacrifice and\/or vessel for the Angel of Death to inhabit, so said angel can destroy all those that don't believe in the one true
faith . Horrible isn't it? The game really doesn't look finished either. There are instances where you look on a large area map,
and there are indentations in the map that make you think that you will go to said place once the story opens up to that area.
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Some of the places show up, and some don't. Seriously, the look and feel of this game is like Nico's hair: messy and unfinished.
The ending is incredibly rushed and depressing. The ending sequence throws logic out the window, since all the characters you
helped in the game somehow find the secret entrance and come to your aid, and it's never explained how. Apparently its easy to
find the secret chambers in the Vatican. You know how you had so many places to visit in the first three games, not to mention
hidden temples and stuff? Even in Broken Sword 3? Well, here you get to start in NY, go to Turkey, then Phoenix, Arizona,
then lastly, a small section of Rome including supposed hidden offices of The Vatican. Thats it. Four. There are no cut scenes.
The game just puts widescreen bars into view, which lets you know this is a cut scene, with no change in graphics. I'm not a
stickler on graphics, but they should be at least on par with the previous 3D title. This takes a step backwards. Now the character
gripe. While Anna Marie is not a pointless character, Broken Sword has always been about George and Nico. Nico doesn't show
up till halfway through the game. She is a side character in her own game series, which ticks me off. I'm sorry if the negatives
seem to be disjointed. To sum it up: The story is ridiculous, the game looks unfinished and ends rather sadly (trust me when I
say that it was not necessary).

  So should you buy it? If you are a BS fan, I think you should still play it. If the storyline strikes you with the "its so bad its
funny" vibe, or if you don't think it a ridiculous premice, then you should play it. The script works well within the plot. For all
my complaints, I'm glad I played it. It would have annoyed me if I hadn't. Also, I got this game on sale. Knowing what I know
now, I'm really glad I did. This is definitely the weakest game in the series. I hope for a better time with Broken Sword 5: The
Serpent's Curse.
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I've only play as a few characters but this game to me is a great visual novel. Yes the art style is not the best but the game holds
up pretty well other than that. It is nice to finally get a Gender Bending game with both Male and Female love interests. This
was an extremely enjoyable game which I plan on playing much more. Hope the developers make another one of these!. (First
impression)
I got my self a glitch in the game, in my first attempt to run it.
i can't see the text of the menu and other ingame text , so i tried run it on WINDOWED MODE.

it seems fixed the issue but then later on i find the game so laggy even when i ran it on simple settings.(my computer spec is
decent enough to run a Battlefield 4 ).
and also the game graphics will broke if i run it on fastest mode. I was dissapointed "thumbs down" from me.

UPDATES 23\/4\/17

(Second Impression)
-Seems the issue came from AA regarding to my current display resolution (1366x768), so you have to run the game under the
1366 resolution (such as 1240X768), then it all hopefully will run smoothly.
- At first i rate this a 'Thumbs Down', but i think this issue is preety simple to get fixed, and it may be fixedsoon after they heard
my problem.

As for the game recent state, the bugginess, and the performance issue i was having,
i gave this a "Thumbs down" but since the problem is easily avoided plus the enjoyabilty of the game content itself, i changed it
to "Thumbs up".if you like puzzle games then this game may suit you well.

give it a go..

RATE : 3.1 \/ 5 Stars. It's simple and fun. This game is amazing...
Low Price
Great Game. Not optimized and controls are a bit weird navigation can be stupid. 19 Achievements 100%
. My favorite FMV adventure game from the 90s and the absolute best of the Tex Murphy series. Pandora Directive uses the
same DOS-based 3D engine as Under a Killing Moon, but this time the story is much more epic and mature, with many more
puzzles, vastly improved cinematics, and multiple endings based on how you treat the other characters. Tex is still his good
humored self, though he can have a cruel streak if you decide to play him that way. The writing is really exceptional, featuring a
smart case that begins small, helping an older gentleman find a lost friend, but quickly spirals into a hunt for a vicious serial
killer and how that connects with possible alien visits to Earth dating back centuries.

For me it's some of the very best 90s adventure had to offer, especially in terms of having full motion video you could take
seriously, telling a very good story, and features excellent performances from the large cast, a mix of Hollywood veterans and
talented amateurs. There's no denying the graphics are rather dated, but the interface is quite easy once you get the hang of it.
You can play using minimal keyboard input if you just double click your right mouse button to enter and exit exploration mode,
using the up\/down arrows as needed to look in boxes or desk drawers.

A nice feature worth mentioning is the inclusion of Gamer mode, which adds some great bonus puzzles, but blocks access to the
on-demand hint system. Like a similar difficulty choice available for Curse of Monkey Island, Gamer mode expands the game
by at least an hour or two, maybe more, but the story is the same.

If you're new to the Tex Murphy series, I do recommend starting with Under a Killing Moon, that's where I did. You could also
consider Martian Memorandum and Mean Streets, but those are quite rough around the edges and I definitely prefer Chris Jones
being front and center as Tex in FMV.

Gameplay: 4\/5
Story: 5\/5
Graphics: 3\/5
Sound: 3\/5
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Overall: 5\/5

Additionally, Aaron Conners, the main writer for Tex Murphy since Under a Killing Moon, has a wonderful
novelization of The Pandora Directive available through his website that fleshes out the story in great detail, and he
has announced four new Tex Murphy books that should start to arrive in the very near future (Spring 2019).. Easily the
greatest tactical shooter currently on the Steam market, and the last good Tom Clancy Rainbow Six game.

Literally everything is a +++ except the brutal AI predicability and you need a ubi.com account (not hard to make).
You know a game is good when it's 10+ years old, and a great amount of players still play.

~ Ding
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